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A B S T R A C T

Objective: Clinicians and medical researchers alike require useful, intuitive, and intelligent tools to

process large amounts of time-oriented multiple-patient data from multiple sources. For analyzing the

results of clinical trials or for quality assessment purposes, an aggregated view of a group of patients is

often required. To meet this need, we designed and developed the VISualizatIon of Time-Oriented RecordS

(VISITORS) system, which combines intelligent temporal analysis and information visualization

techniques. The VISITORS system includes tools for intelligent retrieval, visualization, exploration, and

analysis of raw time-oriented data and derived (abstracted) concepts for multiple patient records. To

derive meaningful interpretations from raw time-oriented data (known as temporal abstractions), we

used the knowledge-based temporal-abstraction method.

Methods: The main module of the VISITORS system is an interactive, ontology-based exploration

module, which enables the user to visualize raw data and abstract (derived) concepts for multiple patient

records, at several levels of temporal granularity; to explore these concepts; and to display associations

among raw and abstract concepts. A knowledge-based delegate function is used to convert multiple data

points into one delegate value representing each temporal granule. To select the population of patients

to explore, the VISITORS system includes an ontology-based temporal-aggregation specification

language and a graphical expression-specification module. The expressions, applied by an external

temporal mediator, retrieve a list of patients, a list of relevant time intervals, and a list of time-oriented

patients’ data sets, by using an expressive set of time and value constraints.

Results: Functionality and usability evaluation of the interactive exploration module was performed on a

database of more than 1000 oncology patients by a group of 10 users—five clinicians and five medical

informaticians. Both types of users were able in a short time (mean of 2.5 � 0.2 min per question) to

answer a set of clinical questions, including questions that require the use of specialized operators for finding

associations among derived temporal abstractions, with high accuracy (mean of 98.7 � 2.4 on a predefined

scale from 0 to 100). There were no significant differences between the response times and between accuracy

levels of the exploration of the data using different time lines, i.e., absolute (i.e., calendrical) versus relative

(referring to some clinical key event). A system usability scale (SUS) questionnaire filled out by the users

demonstrated the VISITORS system to be usable (mean score for the overall group: 69.3), but the clinicians’

usability assessment was significantly lower than that of the medical informaticians.

Conclusions: We conclude that intelligent visualization and exploration of longitudinal data of multiple

patients with the VISITORS system is feasible, functional, and usable.

� 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction: intelligent visualization of time-oriented data
of multiple patients

A key task facing clinicians and medical researchers is the
analysis of time-stamped, longitudinal medical records, parti-
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cularly, records of multiple patients. This capability is necessary
to support, for example, quality assessment tasks, analysis of
clinical trials, and the discovery of new clinical knowledge.
Although the task of accessing patient data has been solved
mostly through the increasing use of electronic medical record
(EMR) systems, there still remains the task of intelligent
processing of time-oriented records of multiple patients,
including the capability for interactive exploration of the results.
For this task, standard means, such as tables, time-oriented
statistical tools, or even more advanced temporal data-mining
techniques, are often not adequate, since their use may demand
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specialized, advanced knowledge, or they may be applicable only
in particular cases.

To derive meaningful patterns and interpretations, known as
temporal abstractions (or abstract concepts), from raw time-
oriented patient data, we use a knowledge-based temporal-

abstraction (KBTA) method [1]. Through a domain-specific
temporal-abstraction knowledge base acquired from a domain
expert, this method derives interval-based temporal abstractions,
for example, the pattern, ‘‘a period of more than two months of
grade 1 or higher bone-marrow toxicity, followed within three
months by a decrease in liver-function’’ (these concepts are
defined in the context of a particular oncology therapy protocol).

The temporal abstractions computed by the KBTA method for an
individual patient or small number of patients can be efficiently
visualized through an ontology-driven interface that we developed
previously, known as KNAVE-II [2], which has been shown to be
functional and usable [3]. However, analysis of the data for large
patient populations, such as clinical trial results or quality
assessments of clinical-management processes, requires a new tool
that provides aggregate views of time-oriented data and abstrac-
tions of groups of patient records. In addition, certain patterns can be
discovered only through the analysis of multiple patient records.
Therefore, as part of the current study, we designed and developed a
greatly enhanced extension of the KNAVE-II system, designated the
VISualization of Time-Oriented RecordS (VISITORS) system, which
combines intelligent temporal reasoning computational mechan-
isms with information visualization methods for display and
exploration of time-oriented records of multiple patients. Fig. 1
presents an overview of the main interface of raw and derived
concepts and the semantics of VISITORS.
Fig. 1. The VISITORS main interface, this case in the hematological oncology domain. Th

(denoted by B), retrieved by computing the previous population-expressions. The graph

(WBC) count raw concept (graph 1) and for the monthly distribution of the values of the

distribution of the values of the Hemoglobin (HGB)-state concept during the first year

visualization and exploration operators). The left panel (denoted by D) of the interface
Furthermore, the VISITORS system also enables users to
interactively specify temporal and knowledge-based constraints,
through a graphical expression-specification module, which
enables users to define the patient subsets selected for exploration
(e.g., the lists of patients displayed in panel A of Fig. 1). Underlying
the expression-specification module is the ontology-based tem-

poral-aggregation (OBTAIN) specification language, which includes
a set of operators and constraints that enable unsophisticated
users to graphically construct (i.e., to specify) three types of
expression: Select Patients (Who?), Select Time Intervals (When?)
and Get Patient Data (What?). The goal of these expressions is to
retrieve a list of patients, a list of relevant time intervals, or a list of
time-oriented patient data sets, respectively; combinations of
these lists may be manipulated by the user according to the
patients, time periods and/or data values that are to be analyzed
further. A full exposition of the OBTAIN language and the graphical
expression-specification module is beyond the scope of this study
and can be found elsewhere [4].

Aggregation of the longitudinal data of raw and abstract
concepts of a group of patients is another unique aspect of the
VISITORS system. We have defined and implemented in VISITORS
the ‘‘delegate value’’ method, namely, given a single patient’s time-
oriented data for a specific concept (raw or abstract) over a specific
time interval (including a predefined granularity level), we
calculate the delegate value of an individual patient’s data at each
time granule (or for another specific time period) using a function
specific to the concept and the temporal granularity. For example,
assume that on 1 January 2007 there were three Platelet values for
a particular patient: 17,700 cells/ml at 5 a.m., 38,900 cells/ml at 11
a.m., and 43,250 cells/ml at 8 p.m. Thus, if we select the mean as the
e two top panels display lists of patients (denoted by A) and lists of time intervals

s (denoted by C) show the data for a group of 58 patients for the White blood cell

Platelet-state abstract concept during 1995 (graph 2). Graph 3 shows the monthly

(relative time line) following BMT (see Sections 4.4 and 4.5 further details of the

includes a knowledge-based browser showing the domain’s ontology.
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delegate (representative) function, then the daily average Platelet
count for that patient was 33,283 cells/ml. However, during the
exploration time, the user can choose any other suitable delegate
function (such as mode or maximum).

The population delegate value represents the aggregated value of
a group of patients calculated by the concept- and the temporal
granularity-specific statistical function within a specific time
granule (or for another specific time period), e.g., the maximal
value of the raw Hemoglobin values for a group of patients over an
entire month. This function can also be manipulated at will.

The following features distinguish the VISITORS system from
other data exploration tools:

� The system provides a 5-step iterative loop for intelligent
investigation of multiple time-oriented patient records: (1)
specification, (2) retrieval, (3) visualization, (4) interactive
exploration, and (5) knowledge-based temporal analysis.
� Time-oriented data are graphically displayed and explored in an

intuitively similar fashion for both individual and multiple patient
records.
� Particular consideration is given to the temporal aspect of the

conceptual and graphical representations: The data can be
aggregated at and explored within various temporal granula-
rities, such as hour, day, and month. Support is also provided for a
calendrical (absolute) timeline and for a timeline relative to a
special event [e.g., the months following a bone-marrow
transplantation (BMT) event], or to another clinically significant
time point (e.g., start of high fever).
� The computational reasoning supports not only a view of raw

time-oriented data and its statistics but also a meaningful
display of various knowledge-based interpretations of the raw
data, based on temporal-abstraction domain ontology, the KBTA
computational mechanisms, and specialized time-oriented
aggregation operators. The exploration interface is also based
on the same ontology, which supports a semantic exploration of
the data (using semantic relations such as ‘‘derived from’’ or
‘‘part of’’) and enables navigation of semantically related raw and
abstract concepts.

The first two steps of the iterative loop, i.e., specification and
retrieval of the multiple time-oriented patient records, are
described in detail in another study [4]. In the current study, we
focus on the other three capabilities: visualization, interactive
exploration, and knowledge-based temporal analysis of multiple
patient records.

The main contributions of the current study lie in: (1) providing
formal definitions for the operators that perform visualization,
exploration, and knowledge-based temporal analysis of long-
itudinal data for multiple patients; (2) implementation of a
complete architecture developed using formal definitions; and (3)
a functionality and usability evaluation of the implemented
system.

2. Related work

2.1. Combining domain knowledge, temporal abstraction and

information visualization in medical informatics

The use of a domain knowledge base can both support an in-
depth analysis of longitudinal patient records and simplify and
facilitate the data exploration process, since the user can explore
only high-level concepts based on complex temporal patterns (or,
in general, on any abstract concepts) previously defined in a
domain-specific knowledge base and detected in the patients’ data.
In addition, it has been demonstrated that visual representation
can often communicate information much more rapidly and
effectively than any other method [5]. Thus, the combination of
these two approaches could significantly improve the exploration
of patient data, as has been suggested by a clinical survey [6].

In the current study, using a domain-specific knowledge-base,
we applied the KBTA method [1] for automated derivation of
meaningful context-specific interpretations and conclusions
(temporal abstractions) from raw time-oriented patient data. In
general, the KBTA method may be described as follows: the input
includes a set of time-stamped measurable concepts (e.g., Platelet
count, Red blood cell count) and external events (e.g., bone-
marrow transplantation). The events typically create the necessary
interpretation contexts (e.g., the therapy protocol used), which
could change the interpretations of the data. The output includes a
set of interval-based, context-specific concepts at the same or a
higher level of abstraction and their respective values (e.g., a period
of two months of grade 1 bone-marrow toxicity in the context of
particular chemotherapy protocol).

Other studies have investigated different techniques for
temporal abstraction. Silvent et al. [7], for example, proposed
combining temporal data abstraction techniques with data mining
approaches, a method that would update the prior domain
knowledge. The temporal-abstraction mechanisms put forward
by Miksch et al. [8] do not require predefined domain knowledge
and can process high-frequency temporal quantitative and
qualitative data. Another method for calculation of temporal
abstractions has been applied to ECG data by using a fast Fourier
transform [9,10]. In that method, a curve made up of a series of data
points was transformed to a set of bends and lines in between these
data points. However, the above frameworks concentrate on the
methodology of the temporal abstractions rather than on
visualization and exploration issues. Moreover, the interfaces
used do not fulfill most of the desiderata defined below (in Section
3) for exploration of longitudinal patient data.

Unlike the KBTA method, in which the domain expert defines
the temporal patterns for temporal abstraction derivations, Combi
and Chittaro [11] used, as the temporal ontology, an object-
oriented model based on the calculus of events [12]. They validated
their approach by building the CARDIOlogic Temporal Abstraction
System (CARDIOTABS) for the abstraction of temporal cardiology
data, which supports nonvisual construction of queries regarding
patient data and very simple graphical interfaces for patient data
visualization. They did not, however, evaluate the usability of the
interfaces.

To date, most visual exploration systems in medicine have
focused solely on the visualization and exploration of static raw
patient data, as reviewed by Chittaro [13]. The LifeLines project
[14,15], for example, provides a general visualization environment
for personal histories, which can be applied to medical and court
records, professional histories and other types of biographical data.
The extended version, LifeLine2 [16], includes the option of
aligning the patient data according to key medical events, i.e., a
relative timeline view.

In the area of visualization of data for multiple patients, a
number of systems have been developed. The InfoZoom system
[17] uses a novel technique to display data sets as a highly
compressed table that always fits completely onto the screen. The
overall goal of the MedView project [18] is to develop models,
methods and tools to support clinicians in their daily diagnostic
work. As part of MedView, two information visualization tools
were developed and tested as a solution to the problem of
visualizing insights derived from large amounts of clinical data.
The first tool, The Cube, enables interactive recognition of patient
patterns through a 3D display of a set of 2D parallel diagrams (each
using a horizontal time axis and a vertical value axis), where each
diagram represents a single patient attribute (e.g., diagnoses,
allergies). Thus, patients who have similar values for several
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attributes might have parallel lines connecting the different 2D
diagrams. The second tool, SimVis, is based on a similarity
assessment-based interaction model for exploring data; the tool
was designed to help clinicians to classify and cluster clinical-test
data. A third system, the Interactive Parallel Bar Charts (IPBC) system
[19] adopts 3D bar charts as its basic visualization technique and
augments them with several interactive features, thereby exploiting
3D space to significantly increase both the number of time-series
that can be simultaneously analyzed in a convenient way and the
number of values associated with each series.

As noted earlier, the above exploration systems focus mostly on
the visualization of raw longitudinal data or only partially support
high-level meaningful interpretations of these data as abstract
clinical concepts. There is, however, a growing realization of the
importance of integration of the visual, analytical and user-centered
methods, as is shown in the review of Aigner et al. [20] of different
visualizations of time-oriented data, in which the exploration task is
solved by providing complex integrated interfaces. However, we
view the integration somewhat differently: the visualization must
be simple and must represent the results of a complex temporal
reasoning computational process, namely, various types of users
must be able to explore the data in an equally efficient fashion.
Moreover, such integration must be modular, accessible, and
independent of a particular medical domain.

To address the issues discussed above, we devoted the current
study to extending our previously developed KNAVE-II system [2]
for visualization and exploration of individual patient data to
support the visualization and exploration of the time-oriented
records of multiple patients. This effort required significant
modification of the original tools, as explained in the Methods
section below.

2.2. Other temporal aspects relevant to the study

2.2.1. Temporal and visual-temporal query languages

Recall that the OBTAIN specification language and its graphical
expression-specification tool are used by end-users to specify the
relevant patients or time periods to be retrieved and explored.
Although the OBTAIN specification language is not intended to be,
in any way, a general temporal query language, the OBTAIN
expressions specified by users could be considered as types of
queries, since their goal is to retrieve a set of patients, time-
intervals, or time-oriented data. Thus, it is relevant to compare the
OBTAIN language to existing temporal (visual) query languages.

The main difference between the OBTAIN specification lan-
guage and the previous pure time-oriented query languages, such
as TSQL [21], HSQL [22], TSQL2 [23], GCH-OSQL [24–26], TLSQL
[27] and most recently t4sql [28,29], is that according to these
languages SQL queries are applied directly to raw-data databases;
thus, the expressivity of the language is limited by the pure SQL
and by the temporal-extension capabilities of these languages. In
contrast, a broad set of temporal [knowledge-based] constraints
for specification of either patients or time intervals can be used in
OBTAIN expressions, since to answer the OBTAIN expressions,
additional computational modules (such as the module for
calculation of delegate values that is described in the Methods
section), and a runtime capability for computation, on the fly, of
knowledge-based temporal abstractions, are provided. Thus, on
one hand, the semantic expressivity of the OBTAIN language,
according to our desiderata, is enhanced relative to standard query
languages. On the other hand, recall that OBTAIN is not a general
query language, thus, important features such as nested queries,
join, and other query operators are not supported in the OBTAIN
language, unlike most of the query languages mentioned above.

With respect to visual temporal query languages, the TVQL [30],
TVQE [31], and MQuery [32] temporal visual query languages and
their appropriate visual query environments use a series of sliders,
checkboxes, and other widgets to specify the temporal constraints
on the start or end boundary time points of temporal intervals or
relationships between temporal intervals. The TimeFinder system
[33,34] is a visual exploration and query system for exploring time
point-based data sets, based on a direct manipulation metaphor.
The main disadvantage of these systems is the lack of access to
domain knowledge, and thus meaningful temporal abstraction
cannot be specified. Moreover, these systems focus only on
retrieving time-oriented data and do not support the retrieval of a
set of subjects (e.g., patients). Chittaro and Combi [35] provide a
framework for visual representation of temporal intervals and of
their interrelations. However, the proposed techniques are focused
on the visual definition of temporal queries regarding the time-
oriented data, rather than on the specification of groups of patients.

Several proposals have been made to enhance query capabil-
ities through the use of domain-specific knowledge, in a manner
that somewhat resembles this aspect of our research framework
[36,37], but they are specific to only one domain (do not have
underlying generic temporal abstraction ontology) and cannot be
used in other medical domains.

2.2.2. Temporal aggregation

In historical databases, temporal aggregation (or temporal

grouping) is a process in which a time line is partitioned over
time and the values of various attributes in the database are
grouped over these partitions [38]. As such, temporal aggregation
can be seen as a temporal extension of the standard SQL operator
group by. The temporal grouping algebra and its application to the
SQL language were well defined by Clifford et al. [39]. A typical
example of temporal aggregation is the monthly accumulation of
salary payment. Due to the large number of temporal data and
their distribution over the time line, efficient algorithms to
perform temporal grouping are required, as mentioned by Moon
et al. [40], who proposed several methods for large-scale temporal
aggregation.

The temporal aggregation process is also relevant to our study.
We perform a type of temporal aggregation during the visualiza-
tion of longitudinal data for multiple patients (actually, of the
delegate values of these data: see Section 4.2) or during the retrieval
of patient groups. However, our algorithms for aggregation of the
time-oriented data for each individual patient in a group are
applied separately to the data for each patient so as to produce
delegate values for each concept type at each temporal granularity
(see Section 4.2). For example, the VISITORS system and its
underlying computational modules enable users to aggregate
individual patient data by interval-based temporal abstractions
(using the KBTA methodology: see Section 2.1) and to further
aggregate these abstractions into distributions at various temporal
granularities (e.g., monthly distribution of the state of bone
marrow following a bone-marrow transplant). However, these
operations are quite different from the semantics of standard
temporal aggregation methods in temporal databases. Thus, such
methods are less relevant to our study.

2.2.3. Temporal granularity

Various medical domains require representation and explora-
tion of longitudinal patients’ data within different time granula-
rities. For example, in intensive care units, medical parameters are
measured using a granularity of minutes (or even seconds); diabetic
patients perform glucose tests three times a day, and the clinical
history of most chronic patients spans several years. Another
problem is that even for the same patient, temporal clinical
information is represented at different time granularities; e.g.
(1)‘‘the patient has taken statin medications during the past three
months’’, and (2) ‘‘his glucose level rose sharply from 8:00 a.m. to
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6:00 p.m. on September 18th, 1996’’. Thus, the need to support
various time granularities is very clear.

In the case of the VISITORS system, we approach these two
problems in the following fashion: (1) we perform a summariza-
tion of each individual patient’s time-oriented data (i.e., calculat-
ing delegate values as described in Section 4.2) according to the
temporal granularity level, and (2) we support interactive
exploration of longitudinal data for individual/multiple patients
within different time granularities (see Sections 4.3 and 4.4).

Our intention here is not to propose a general approach to the
treatment of temporal granularities, even though such approaches
do, indeed, exist. Goralwalla et al. [41] showed an approach to the
handling of granularity in temporal data. They separated temporal
data into two groups: anchored (calendrical day or month, e.g.,
January 1st, 2008 or May 1978), and unanchored (time intervals,
e.g., 2 months, 5 h 20 min, etc.) data. Thus, a temporal granule is a
special kind of unanchored temporal data [42].

In our framework, a special kind of unanchored temporal data
is a relative time line (e.g., the period before or after bone-marrow
transplantation). A relative time line is a determinate time span
[42], in which one boundary time point (start or end) is
referenced to a special clinical event (e.g., bone-marrow
transplantation) or another clinically significant time point
(e.g., start of high fever). Clifford and Rao [43] have proven the
importance of using integral time granularities that can be
composed of lower level granules. Thus, we define a relative
month as 30 days, and a relative year as 12 months, or 360 days.
Note that: (1) these periods do not correspond to any anchored
durations, such as calendrical months; and (2) weeks are not
allowed as unanchored units in our framework, according to the
reasoning of Clifford and Rao [43].

Other techniques for the treatment of the temporal granularity
issue include the work of Dal Lago and Montanari [44] and other
approaches that were demonstrated within clinical domains
[26,45]. The GSTP system [46], for example, provides access to a
set of implemented algorithms (such as to the AC-G [47], and to an
algorithm for converting calendrical expressions into periodical
granularities [48]). These algorithms support a solution to the
multi-granularity temporal constraint satisfaction problem (TCSP).
The GSTP system supports a rich set of predefined temporal
granularities: common temporal granularities (e.g., days, months),
and special granularities (e.g., weeks, academic semesters).
Moreover, new user-defined granularities can be added.

Note, however, that in our study, we focus on interactive

exploration of time-oriented data for multiple patients (actually of
their delegate values) within a predefined set of temporal
granularities (seconds, minutes, hours, days, months, and years):
thus, developing theoretical algorithms for dealing with temporal
granularities was not relevant for the current study.

3. Desiderata for effective exploration of time-oriented data for
multiple patients

Our study of the problem of effective and usable visualization
and exploration of raw clinical data and, especially, of derived
meaningful abstractions from these data, revealed the following
set of desiderata for the intelligent interface and exploration
operators supporting the task of exploration of time-oriented data
for multiple patients.

1. Evaluation of the functionality and usability of the KNAVE-II
system for exploration of longitudinal data of individual patients
[2] demonstrated the importance of the visualization and
exploration of meaningful temporal interpretations that were
derived from raw clinical data using context-sensitive domain-
specific knowledge. Thus, the visualization and exploration of
time-oriented interpretations of raw data is also an important
requirement for a system whose goal is to explore longitudinal
data for multiple patients.

2. Representation and computation of raw and abstract concepts at
various temporal granularities, especially for interval-based
concepts [45], is very important for the clinical domain. Recall in
particular the two requirements mentioned in Section 2.2.3: (1)
the need to handle different temporal granularities for different
medical domains, and (2) the need to support multiple types of
clinical data that are represented at different temporal
granularities within the same longitudinal patient record. The
system should be able to compute statistical aggregations of
both raw and abstract concepts at any temporal granularity (e.g.,
day, month) or for any arbitrary time period (say, from 8 August
to 27 September 2007) for either individual or multiple patients.
Fulfilling such a requirement constitutes a novel aspect of this
study.

3. Before exploring the time-oriented data of a group of patients,
the clinician must select the patients that will comprise the
patient population to be analyzed. Current selection tools
support the specification of patient groups by using demo-
graphic (e.g., age, sex) or raw-data time and value constraints
(e.g., Hemoglobin values) [49,50]. However, to enable clinicians
to quickly and efficiently specify patient populations, there is a
pressing need for the ability to specify the relevant patients by
using knowledge-based and statistical aggregation constraints,
e.g., ‘‘select patients whose most frequent Hemoglobin-state
value (i.e., the mode of Hemoglobin-state values) during the first
two months following bone-marrow transplantation was higher
than the mode of the Hemoglobin-state of whole patient
population’’.

4. Current information-visualization systems proposed for multi-
ple patients focus solely on the display of patients’ raw

longitudinal data [14–18]. Moreover, such systems do not
support either population aggregation capabilities for raw data
or visualization of temporal abstractions for multiple patients.
Thus, we must investigate and implement suitable visualization
techniques for effective display of interval-based temporal
abstractions (not only of raw data) for multiple patients.

5. The system should be able to support the following tasks for
interactive exploration of the data for multiple patients:
� Performing interactive dynamic exploration of the data of

multiple patients at different temporal granularities (i.e.,
zooming in and out of the time line). This is a basic necessary
task, which has been solved in several systems for interactive
exploration of raw data for the individual patient [14–16] and
for abstract concepts [2]. However, the visualization and
interactive exploration of both raw and abstract concepts for
multiple patients require an additional extension.
� Changing dynamically the method used for the aggregation of

patients’ data at different temporal granularities (i.e., aggre-
gating differently blood glucose values at a granularity of days
versus months). There is no standard solution available for this
task.
� Supporting both an absolute (i.e., calendrical) time line and a

relative time line (which refers to some clinical key event) and
performing an alignment of the patients’ data along significant
clinical reference event (or time point), including the
computation of the appropriate aggregation within the
relative time line.

6. One of the more important tasks in the analysis of multiple
patient data is an investigation of potentially meaningful
interrelations, especially temporal interrelations such as asso-
ciations among subsets of raw patient data and abstract
concepts. For such purposes different techniques of data mining
(e.g., temporal association rules), are often used [51], although
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they typically focus only on temporal precedence relations.
Current visual data mining systems in the medical domain focus
mostly on raw data [18,19]. What is required is an interactive
user-driven method to compute, display and explore temporal
associations for the data of multiple patients among raw and
abstract concepts.

4. Methods

The specific methods that we used are presented below in six
subsections, each in the context of its relevant desideratum as
presented in Section 3.

4.1. Knowledge-based abstraction of raw time-oriented data for

multiple patients

The VISITORS system is an intelligent interface to a distributed
architecture specific to the tasks of retrieval, knowledge-based
visualization, and interactive exploration of the time-oriented
records of multiple patients. Fig. 2 describes the overall architec-
ture of the VISITORS system. The architecture capitalizes on what
we denote as a temporal abstraction services (see details below). In
particular, we are assuming that all the necessary elements for the
temporal abstraction framework (shown in Fig. 2 by dotted lines),
such as those designed in our previous studies or equivalent
services, are available.

The OBTAIN expressions constructed by end-users (clinicians)
are submitted to a SQL- and C#-based multiple-patients retrieval
module, which we refer to as Multiple-Patient Time-Oriented

Query (the Multi-TOQ) module. The Multi-TOQ module is
responsible for the retrieval of a set of patients, a set of
temporal intervals, or a set of time-oriented patient data
according to the following three types of OBTAIN expressions,
respectively: Select Patients, Select Time Intervals, and Get Patients

Data. The Multi-TOQ module combines specialized computa-
tional methods, such as calculation of delegate values (see
Section 4.2), with database operators, such as the selection of
patients by demographic (e.g., sex, age) values. It also creates
and fills the virtual databases used for retrieval purposes, for
example, calculation of the population mean values for concepts
mentioned in the OBTAIN expression.

The Multi-TOQ module interacts with the intelligent temporal

mediator IDAN [52] that integrates relevant time-oriented data
and knowledge, to obtain answers regarding the temporal
abstractions. IDAN uses several temporal abstraction services,
Fig. 2. Overall VISITORS architecture. End users (clinicians) use the expression-specificat

Patient Time-Oriented Query (Multi-TOQ) module. The Multi-TOQ module interacts with

or temporal abstractions (TAs). The IDAN mediator integrates the relevant data and know

– to retrieve the raw data or to derive, using a temporal abstraction service (the Momentu

time-oriented (interval-based) concepts from these data. The derived temporal concep

(patients, time intervals or time-oriented data) answering the OBTAIN expression are
which differ in the mode in which they are used for processing
time-oriented data. If the abstractions do not exist as yet, they are
computed on the fly by a C#-based, goal-driven temporal
abstraction module, which we refer to as Tempura (a variation
of the Resume temporal abstraction system [53]), or by the prolog-
based ALMA temporal-abstraction module [52] (in the case of
complex clinical patterns). Otherwise, if the abstractions have
already been previously computed, in a data-driven manner, by
the MOMENTUM system [54], they are simply retrieved by the
Multi-TOQ module. The MOMENTUM system is an active
middleware (which is built on the concept of an active knowl-
edge-based time-oriented database) specific to solving the
temporal abstraction task for large groups of subjects (e.g.,
patients) by using an incremental version of the KBTA method
[55]. MOMENTUM is a data-driven system, which generates
temporal abstractions defined in its knowledge base incremen-
tally, as new patient data arrive, and saves the abstractions in a
special layer in the database.

4.2. Statistical aggregation of patient time-oriented data and their

abstractions

It is often the case that for a particular patient there are several
measurements of the same raw concept during the time granule of
interest. For example, several blood-glucose level values during the
same day or several Hemoglobin values during the same month or
same year. However, the exploration analysis might require a
single value at each desired temporal granularity, and the problem
might refer to either raw data or abstract concepts.

To aggregate patient data at arbitrary temporal granularities or
during specific time periods, we defined the concepts of a delegate

(representative) value that is calculated by a delegate (representa-
tive) function: given a single patient’s time-oriented data for a
specific concept (raw or abstract) over a particular time interval
(including a predefined temporal granularity level), we calculate
the delegate value of the patient’s data at each time granule (or for
a particular time period) using a function specific to the concept
and the temporal granularity. Such a calculation is performed for
each patient in the group.

In the VISITORS framework, we make the following four

assumptions:

Assumption 1. We need to support exactly six temporal granu-
larity levels: seconds, minutes, hours, days, months and years, with
the lowest granularity being seconds and the highest being years.
ion module of VISITORS to create and submit an OBTAIN expression to the Multiple-

the IDAN temporal abstraction mediator regarding the requested patients’ data and/

ledge from the appropriate sources – indicated by the user in the OBTAIN expression

m, Tempura or ALMA temporal abstraction computational modules), a set of abstract

ts are returned to Multi-TOQ for further processing, if needed. The resultant data

returned to the exploration interface.
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Assumption 2. The patient has only one concept value at the
lowest given temporal granularity level (e.g., for data provided
at the temporal granularity level of months and days, no concept
has more than one value per day).

Assumption 3. A single delegate value can be requested and
computed for any time granule (e.g., second day following bone-
marrow transplantation) or arbitrary time period (e.g., January 7th,
2007–February 2nd, 2007), but a series of delegate values at a
desired temporal granularity level for a particular concept can be
represented for a time period that contains only a whole number of
time granules, e.g., a monthly summary can be requested for a
period of a whole number of calendrical months.

Assumption 4. The input data for our approach has the following
data structure:

in put data� < Patientn;Conce ptc; T-Startc;n;m; T-Endc;n;m; valuec;n;m >

� n � N; 1 � m � Mn;

where N is the number of patients, Mn is the number of values of
Conceptc for Patientn; T-Startc,n,m and T-Endc,n,m are the start and end
times of the mth laboratory test (or temporal abstraction) for
Patientn, with value valuec,n,m. The symbol * denotes 0 or more
repetitions.

4.2.1. Computing a single delegate value of a raw-data concept for a

specific aggregation time period

The delegate value for Patientn of raw concept Conceptc for a
specific aggregation time period [T-Startaggreg, T-Endaggreg] is
computed by the delegate function DFc (which is possibly specific
to each combination of concept and temporal granularity level)
from the input_data as follows:delegate valuec;n;T-Startaggreg ;T-Endaggreg ¼
DFc½ðT-Startn;1;T-Endn;1;valuec;n;1Þ; . . .ðT-Startn;i;T-Endn;i;valu ec;n;iÞ; . . .

ðT-Startn;K ; T-Endn;K ; valuec;n;K Þ�; T- Startaggreg � T-Startn;i; T-Endn;i �
T-Endaggreg ;1 � i � K ¼ Kc;n;T-Startaggreg ;T-Endaggreg where K = Kc,n,T-Star-

taggreg,T-Endaggreg is the number of instances of Conceptc for Patientn

measured within the desired [T-Startaggreg, T-Endaggreg] period, i.e., K

varies for each concept, patient, and aggregation period.
The delegate function is defined in the knowledge base or is

chosen at runtime by the user from several predefined default
functions. For example, assume that after a bone-marrow
transplantation procedure, a patient’s Platelet counts on two
separate occasions during the same day were 22,000 cells/ml at 10
a.m. and 17,000 cells/ml at 9 p.m. If we specify, in the domain
knowledge base, the mean as the default delegate daily function for
the Platelet count (raw-data) concept, then the patient had a daily
delegate value of 19,500 cells/ml for the Platelet count (raw)
concept. However, during the interactive exploration time, the
user can also select any other suitable delegate function (such as
the mode or the maximum).

Indeed, in theory, almost any function from multiple time-
stamped values into one value, of the same concept that has the
same domain and units as the possible values of the original
concept, can serve as the delegate function. However, unlike
standard statistical functions, it must be applied to each time

granule in the relevant aggregation temporal granularity (e.g., day).
Of course, the selected function must make clinical sense, and is
thus specific to each clinical concept and aggregation time
granularity level.

4.2.2. Computing a series of delegate values of a raw-data concept at a

desired temporal granularity for a given overall aggregation time

period

The computing of a series of delegate values is performed for
each time granule at the desired temporal granularity level for an
overall aggregation time period. Thus, a series of delegate values for
Patientn of raw concept Conceptc for an overall aggregation time
period [T-Startoverall, T-Endoverall] has the following data structure:

delegate valuesc;n;T-Startoverall ;T-Endoverall
¼ < Patientn;Conce ptc;

-Startaggreg n; j; T-Endaggreg n; j; delegate valuec;n; j > �; 1 � n � N;

1 � j � Jc;n;

where N is the number of patients; Jc,n is the number of delegate
values of Conceptc for Patientn; T-Startaggreg n,j and T-Endaggreg n,j are
the start and end times of the time granule that is specific to the jth
delegate value for Patientn; and Jc,n varies with each patient,
concept and the particular overall time period of a series of
delegate values.

The values for boundary time granules of Conceptc for Patientn of
the start point T-Startaggreg n,1 of the first time granule and of the
end point T-Endaggreg n,Jc,n of the last time granule are:

T-Startaggreg n;1 ¼ Begin O f Time GranuleðT-Startc;n;1Þ� T-Startoverall;
T-Endaggreg n;Jc;n ¼ End O f Time GranuleðT-Endc;n;MnÞ � T-Endoverall:

The jth index denotes the jth delegate value of the specific
Patientn. For example, assume that laboratory tests for Conceptc

were performed for the patient several times on each of the days
January 3rd, January 15th, and January 20th, then the T-Granaggreg is
day, and the DF is mean. Thus, the first delegate value will be the
mean value of all of the concept-measurement results on January
3rd, the second delegate value will be the mean value of all of the
results on January 15th and so on. In this case J = 1.3 for the overall
aggregation period of January. If T-Granaggreg is month and the
overall aggregation time period is 1 January–31 August for the
same year, then the first delegate value will be the mean value of all
the tests during January. Note that several of the months during the
requested overall period might have no measurements, and hence
no delegate values representing them.

4.2.3. Computing a single delegate value for a specific aggregation

time period and a series of delegate values concepts at a desired

temporal granularity for a given overall aggregation time period of an

abstract concept

The computing of a delegate value for a specific aggregation time
period or a series of delegate values at a desired temporal granularity
for a given overall aggregation time period in the case of interval-
based abstract concepts [such as intervals of different (discrete)
grades of bone-marrow toxicity] is similar to the aggregation of raw
(time point based) patient’s data, as explained in Sections 4.2.1 and
4.2.2, but requires the use of more complex delegate functions,
because we must refer to both the value of the temporal abstraction
interval and to its duration. Thus, standard statistical functions are
not sufficient. In this case, we provide additional delegate functions,
such as the value of the abstraction that has the maximal cumulative
duration during the relevant aggregation time period or the value
associated with the interval that has the longest duration.

Since values of abstract concepts often span time intervals (i.e.,
a period and not just a time point), we consider the case of an
overlap between the interval during which the value holds, and the
several time granules, which are at the time granularity level that
had been requested for the computation of the delegate value.
Assume that the abstract concept computed for the relevant
patient spans four time intervals (denoted by i1–i4) within the
range of three time units of the desired time granularity level
(Fig. 3a). First, we extend the temporal intervals by performing an
extrapolation operation that is an extension of the knowledge-
based interpolation operation [56], according to the concept-
sensitive relevant interpolation function (the extension of the
intervals denoted by dotted lines in Fig. 3b). The extension is
necessary to enable application of various statistical functions,
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since abstractions that hold at a particular time point must be
extended so as to hold over a sufficiently long time interval.
Similarly, we extend longer precomputed intervals beyond their
two edges, assuming that the abstract value persists beyond the
crisp temporal points that define the time interval. The local
extrapolation of a point or an interval’s boundary point uses the
D(0,0) interpolation function for the relevant concept [56], i.e., the
maximal gap allowed between two single time points, at each of
which holds the value of the abstract concept. We actually extend
each boundary point to the past and the future by amount of
D(0,0)/2. In the case of adjacent intervals that have different values
for the same abstract concept, the extrapolation is proportional to
the duration of the intervals. Second, we segment the extended
intervals according to the time granules of the desired time
granularity (Fig. 3c). Third, we apply the default delegate function
for that concept and time granularity. The default for all concepts is
currently the value that has maximal cumulative duration within
the time granule. In Fig. 3c, within the first time granule the
delegate value is ‘‘normal’’ (note that the sum of extended
durations of intervals i10 and i20 is more than the duration of the
extended interval i30 within the first time granule). The ‘‘high’’
value is the delegate value computed for the second and third time
granules. Note, that interval i3000 (part of extended i3 within the
third time granule) has a higher duration in that granule than
the extended interval i40; thus, the delegate value computed for the
third granule is ‘‘high’’; although the original duration of interval i4
was longer than the part of i3 within the third time granule. Using
other delegate functions could change the computed delegate
values.
Fig. 4. Visualization of the data for the Red blood cell (RBC) count raw concept for a group

to March 1996. The individual raw data are represented at a resolution level of seconds

granularity of months, according to the user’s current request. All laboratory test results

(denoted by region 1). Through the density of the points, the user can judge the numbe

(denoted by 2) represents the monthly maximal value of the whole group. The tooltip pr

patient (703) with that value, and the observation time. The bottom (blue) line (denoted

mean values, respectively. On the left-hand side (denoted by 5) are displayed statistics f

inside the panel indicate the mean value � standard deviation for this period (For interpre

version of the article).
4.2.4. Computing a single population delegate value of raw-data and

abstract concepts for a specific aggregation time period

The population delegate value represents the aggregated value of
a group of patients calculated by the concept-specific and the
temporal-granularity-specific statistical function within a specific
time granule (or for another specific time period), e.g., the maximal
value of the raw Hemoglobin values for a group of patients over a
whole month. The population delegate value of a group of patients
for Conceptc within a specific aggregation time period [T-Startaggreg,
T-Endaggreg] is calculated by the population delegate function PDFc

from the set of original patient data, input_data* as follows:

po pulation delegate valuec;T-Startaggreg ;T-Endaggreg

¼ PDFc½ðT-Startn;1; T-Endn;1; valuec;n;1Þ; . . . ðT-Startn;i;T-Endn;i;

valuec;n;iÞ; . . . ðT-Startn;K ; T-Endn;K ; valuec;n;KÞ�; 1 � n � N;

1 � i � K; T-Startaggreg � T-Startn;i; T-Endn;i

¼ T-Endaggreg ;1 � i � K � Kc;n;T	Startaggreg ;T-Endaggreg

where N is the number of patients in the group, and K = Kc,n,T-

Startaggreg,T-Endaggreg is the number of instances of Conceptc for
Patientn measured within the [T-Startaggreg, T-Endaggreg] time period.

An example of a population delegate value is the maximal value
of the concept across all patients within a specific month (see the
line denoted by 2 in Fig. 4).

Similarly to the delegate function DFc, the population delegate
function PDFc calculates the delegate value for Conceptc over each
relevant time granule. However, through the population delegate
function PDFc, we calculate a ‘‘delegate value’’ that represents a
population value for Conceptc for a group of patients during that
of 58 patients (retrieved earlier by using a Select Patients expression) from April 1995

with respect to time granularity, but the population statistics are aggregated at a

for the RBC count for patients treated during this period are displayed as (blue) X’s

r of data instances belonging to each value or time period range. The top (red) line

ovides detailed information about the maximal value (4520 cells/ml), the ID of the

by 4) and the middle (green) line (denoted by 3) represent the monthly minimal and

or the whole time period (April 1995 to March 1996). The three dotted lines drawn

tation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
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time granule. The population delegate function can be any
statistical function, such as the mean or the maximal value, which
can be applied to the values of all of the patients within a specific
time granule and that returns a single output value from the
domain of values and units of Conceptc.

4.2.5. Computing a series of population delegate values of raw-data

and abstract concepts at a desired temporal granularity for a given

overall aggregation time period

The process of computing a series of population delegate values
is similar to computing a series of individual delegate values: we
compute a population delegate value for each time granule at a
desired temporal granularity level for an overall aggregation time
period. Thus, a series of population delegate values of Conceptc for an
overall aggregation time period [T-Startoverall, T-Endoverall] has the
following data structure:

po pulation delegate valuesc;T-Startoverall ;T-Endoverall
� <Conce ptc;

-Startaggreg j; T-Endaggreg j; po pulation delegate valuec; j > �;
1 � n � N;1 � j � Jc;

where Jc is the number of population delegate values of Conceptc for
the overall aggregation time period; and T-Startaggreg j and T-

Endaggreg j are the start and end times of the time granule that is
specific to the jth population delegate value.

4.3. The OBTAIN specification language

The VISITORS system includes a graphical module, which is used
for specification of the relevant patients, time intervals and values.
Underlyingthe VISITORS graphicalexpression-specification module,
is an ontology-based temporal-aggregation (OBTAIN) specification
language. The OBTAIN specification language enables the specifica-
tion of three types of expression: Select Patients, Select Time Intervals

and Get Patients Data. A full exposition of the OBTAIN language and
the graphical expression-specification module is beyond the scope of
this study and can be found elsewhere [4]. We will briefly explain,
however, these three expression types. The Appendix A includes the
Backus Normal Form (BNF) syntax of all three expressions.

4.3.1. Select Patients expression

The Select Patients expression retrieves from a selected database
a list of patients who satisfy a set of either demographic (i.e., non-
temporal) constraints, for example, ‘‘select male patients [cur-
rently] insured by a certain health maintenance organization’’, or
time and value [knowledge-based] constraints, for example: ‘‘find
patients who had, during the first month following bone-marrow
transplantation, at least one episode of bone-marrow toxicity (an
abstraction defined by the relevant clinical protocol) of ‘‘grade1’’ or
higher that lasted at least two days’’; or [time and value]
proportional and statistical constraints, for example, ‘‘find patients
taking a Statin-type medication whose mean Low density lipid
(LDL) cholesterol value exceeded that of the mean value for all
patients taking Statin-type medications’’.

4.3.2. Select Time Intervals expression

Given a set of time-oriented patient data, this expression
returns a list of time intervals that satisfy the constraints defined
by the user for some portion of the patients. The goal of this
expression is to find when a certain portion of the patients had a
specific value of some raw or abstract concept or value within a
predefined value range. For example, a typical Select Time Intervals

expression is ‘‘Find periods [relative to an allogenic bone-marrow
transplantation event] during which the White blood cell state
value was less than ‘‘normal’’, and the Platelet value was between
2000 and 10,000 cells/ml for at least 50% of the patients.’’
4.3.3. Get Patients Data expression

Given a concept, a list of patient IDs and, optionally, a list of
time intervals, the expression retrieves the values of the concept
within the selected time intervals for the selected patients. The
default patient list is all the patients in the database, and by
default there are no time-interval constraints, i.e., values are
returned for the entire timeline. For example, a typical Get Patients

Data expression is ‘‘Get the state values of Hemoglobin for
patients #1–#10 during the first two weeks following bone-
marrow transplantation.’’

The Get Patients Data expression is not one of the expression
types specified within the expression-specification module.
Rather, it is generated by an interactive exploration process. Once
a patient list has been defined by a Select Patients expression (or by
the explicit setting of the ID list in the exploration interface),
selecting a concept from the ontology browser (see Fig. 1) opens a
new panel with the values of that concept for all of the patients in
the list.

4.3.4. Evaluation of the graphical expression-specification module

We have previously evaluated both the functionality and the
usability of the expression-specification module by a group of 10
users—five clinicians and five medical informaticians. Results have
shown that both types of users were able, in a short time and with
high accuracy, to graphically construct complex expressions,
although the accuracy of the specification of time-range con-
straints regarding the start or end of time intervals was
significantly lower than that of the rest of the constraints. The
details of this evaluation appear in a previous study [4].

4.4. Visualization of the data for both raw and abstract concepts

The data set retrieved by the Get Patients Data expression can be
visualized and explored. In general, we provide a two-dimensional
visualization, in which the horizontal axis is the time dimension,
and the vertical axis is the value dimension.

4.4.1. Visualization of the data of raw concepts

For the basic visualization of the data of raw concepts for
multiple patients, we use the line plot visualization technique,
which plots the data points on the screen according to the X and Y
coordinates (i.e., according to the time and values coordinates in
our case) and either connects or does not connect the plotted
points by lines (Fig. 4). In this visualization, three data types are
represented:

(1) The individual patient’s raw concept data for all patients in a group

(denoted as 1 in Fig. 4). In fact, the delegate values of the data
for the current time granularity are represented.

(2) The time-oriented population statistics of the whole group of

patients. In fact, the population delegate values of the group of
patients for the current time granularity are represented. We
represent the following three time-oriented statistics, each
aggregated (calculated) within a potentially different time
granularity: maximum value at each time granule (top red line
denoted as 2 in Fig. 4), minimum value at each time granule
(bottom blue line denoted as 4 in Fig. 4), and mean value for
each time granule (the middle green line denoted as 3 in Fig. 4)
population values. Each population delegate value is a function
of all of the population values in the relevant time granule (e.g.,
month in this example).

(3) The value statistics, which are sensitive to the particular time

window of the displayed data (denoted by the number 5 in
Fig. 4). The dynamically changing content of the displayed data
(e.g., by panning) causes recalculation of these statistics.
Default statistics for a raw data concept include descriptive
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statistics, such as the mean, maximum, and minimum values,
and the standard deviation.

To formally define the configuration of the display for raw

individual patient data and to understand the semantics of the
exploration operators, we introduce the Graph Computational

Manager (GCM), which stores both the concepts to be displayed
and several important computational parameters relevant to these
concepts. The GCM has the following data structure:

<Conce ptc; in put data�; T-Granaggreg ;DFc > ;1 � c � C;

where C is the number of concepts in the knowledge base;
input_data* is the original source data accessed by the temporal
mediator and retrieved by the Get Patient Data expression; T-
Granaggreg defines the temporal granularity level of the individual
patient’s aggregated data (e.g., one data point per day); and DFc is
the delegate function, appropriate to Conceptc, used for calculating
the delegate values for each patient at the T-Granaggreg granularity
(e.g., the daily mean).

To intelligently and more efficiently explore the Mn data points
of Conceptc for Patientn, we use an aggregation of the values
through a delegate-value function specific to each concept and
time granularity level (as described in Section 4.2). Thus, for
example, several daily values out of the Mn values might be
represented by a single delegate value, e.g., the maximum.

The Graph Display Manager (GDM) controls the actual data to be
displayed and has the following data structure:<Conce ptc;

delegate values�; T-Startexplor;T-Endexplor; T-Granexplor; ½RefP�> ;1 �
c � C; where C is the number of concepts in the knowledge
base; delegate_values* were calculated by the delegate function
appropriate to the temporal aggregation level T-Granaggreg, as
stored by the GCM; T-Startexplor and T-Endexplor define the temporal
range of the current display time window, which includes 0 or
more delegate values of Conceptc for each of the relevant patients;

T-Granexplor denotes the current temporal granularity level of the
exploration; and RefP is an optional parameter that defines the
reference symbolic point (e.g., bone-marrow transplantation)
when a relative time line is being used.

The GCM of the time-oriented population statistics is similar to
the GCM of the raw data. However, it uses a population delegate
function, instead of an individual delegate function:

<Conce ptc; in put data�; T-Granaggreg ; PDFc > ;1 � c � C;

where C is the number of concepts in the knowledge base;
input_data* is the original source data accessed by the temporal
Fig. 5. Visualization of the values of the Platelet-state abstract concept for a group of 58 p

sees the monthly distribution of the patients’ values during this period (e.g., the dotted r

vertical axis has two scales: an external ordinal scale of possible values and an internal

detailed information about the contents of the displayed area: the value (low) and its pr

with the selected value (7) out of all patients (16 patients). Note that only 16 patients in

count) during May 1995.
mediator and retrieved by the Get Patient Data expression; T-
Granaggreg defines the temporal granularity level of the patient’s
statistical data; and PDFc is the population delegate function,
appropriate to Conceptc, used for calculating a population delegate
values at the T-Granaggreg granularity (as described in Section 4.2).

The GDM of the time-oriented population statistics has the
following data structure:

<Conce ptc; po pulation delegate values�;T-Startexplor; T-Endexplor;

T-Granexplor; ½RefP�> ;1 � c � C;

where C is the number of concepts in the knowledge base; the
population_delegate_values* structure stores the values of the
population statistics calculated for all time granules by
the appropriate PDFc function; T-Startexplor and T-Endexplor define
the temporal range of the current display time window, which
includes 0 or more population delegate values; T-Granexplor denotes
the current temporal granularity level of the exploration; and RefP

is an optional parameter that defines the reference point (e.g., bone-
marrow transplantation) when a relative time line is being used.

T-Granaggreg and T-Granexplor can be different or they can be the
same. For example (see Fig. 4), the individual aggregation temporal
granularity level might be seconds, while the exploration temporal
granularity might be months. If both temporal granularities are the
same, each patient will be represented by only one delegate-value
point for the displayed concept for each time granule.

T-Granexplor defines the exploration granularity of the graphical
panel for all patient data displayed in the panel. It might be
different for each panel, even in a case of the exploration of the data
of an equal concept twice. The default is to use the same
exploration granularity for all panels, which enables the synchro-
nization of the explored data among different concepts.

If both the individual patient data and population statistics are
displayed in the panel, then T-Startexplor, T-Endexplor, T-Granexplor

parameters are same in each of the GDMs.

4.4.2. Visualization of the data of abstract concepts

Temporal abstractions for multiple patients are displayed as a
distribution of the delegate values of the abstract concept of the
patients at the desired (interactively modified) time granularity.
For the visualization, we use a modified version of the bar chart
visualization technique. The modification includes providing
separate [0.100%] scales for each of the possible values of the
temporal abstractions (e.g., for each toxicity grade), which is useful
for discovering trends in the distribution. We assume a finite
number of [symbolic] values for each abstract concept. The
atients (retrieved earlier by using a Select Patients expression) during 1995. The user

ectangle denotes the distribution of the concept’s values during May). Note that the

percentage scale, from 0 to 100%, within each concept value. The tooltip provides

oportion (43.75%), the start and end time points and the actual number of patients

the group of 58 patients had the necessary raw data (in this example, the Platelet
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visualization of the values of an abstract concept for multiple
patients is shown in Fig. 5.

The GCM of a temporal abstraction graph has the following data
structure:

<Conce ptc; in put data�; T-Granaggreg ;DFc > ;1 � c � C;

where C is the number of concepts in the knowledge base;
input_data* is the original source data accessed by the temporal
mediator and retrieved by the Get Patient Data expression; T-
Granaggreg defines the temporal granularity level of the patient’s
aggregated data; and DFc is the delegate function, appropriate to
Conceptc, used for calculating the delegate values for each patient
in the T-Granaggreg granularity.

Since the data of an abstract concept for multiple patients are
displayed as a set of distributions of the abstract-concept values, one
for each of the temporal granules of the T-Granaggreg level, the GDM of
the temporal abstraction differs from the GDM of the raw data:

<Conce ptc; distribution�; T-Startexplor; T-Endexplor; T-Granexplor;

½RefP�> ;1 � c � C;

where C is the number of concepts in the knowledge base;
distribution* is the data structure {[vallc, Prevl

c]1 . . . [vallc, Prevl
c]J},

where vallc is the 1st value of Conceptc (usually measured on ordinal
symbolic scale) and Prevl

c is the prevalence of patients having that
value; and J is the number of temporal granules at the aggregation
granularity level T-Granaggreg, during the exploration time interval
[T-Startexplor, T-Endexplor]. The delegate values are calculated by the
delegate function appropriate to the T-Granaggreg as stored by
the GCM. T-Startexplor and T-Endexplor define the temporal range of the
current display time window, which includes 0 or more delegate
values of the Conceptc for each relevant patient. T-Granexplor denotes
the current temporal granularity level of the exploration. RefP is an
optional parameter that defines the reference point (e.g., bone-
marrow transplantation) when a relative time line is being used. In
the case of temporal abstractions, T-Granaggreg and T-Granexplor are
always the same; for example (see Fig. 5), the aggregation
granularity and exploration granularity could both be months.

4.5. Exploration operators of time-oriented data of multiple patients

In this section, we describe the formal definition and semantics
of the general exploration operators for the exploration of time-
oriented data for multiple patients, i.e., the input, output, and
necessary calculations performed on the patients’ data. Each of the
operators can be applied on three different possible types of data
displayed in the graph:

� Individual raw data, such as Hemoglobin values, White blood cell
count, and other laboratory tests, interventions and medications.
Fig. 6. Application of the Time Exploration Operator (in this case a zoom-in) to the data fo

by the user. Clicking on the ‘‘Mar’’ (March) month widget in panel A results in a display o

‘‘Mar 95’’ granule in the panel B would again provide panel A.
� Time-oriented population statistical values (e.g., maximal
monthly value of Hemoglobin), calculated from the data of
raw concepts for multiple patients.
� Temporal abstractions, such as the values of the Hemoglobin-

state abstract concept, derived from the data of raw concepts by
using the domain-specific context-sensitive knowledge base.

The application of the exploration operators to different data
types differs with the performed calculation and the output.
Several of the operators act in a ‘‘syntactic’’ fashion, i.e., perform
simple magnification or minification of the displayed data without
additional calculation; thus the input and output data are same.
Other operators return output data that are different from the
input data (e.g., by computing the mean values), but that are still in
the input concept’s domain of values and units.

For conciseness, we introduce the following annotation, which
we use to formally define the semantics of all three operators:

� current_values*: denotes the current data that are displayed by
the GDM before the application of the operator (i.e., delegate_-

values* in the case of individual raw data, population_delegate_-

values* in the case of time-oriented population statistics, and
distribution* in the case of temporal abstractions).
� D-function: denotes the delegate function DFc in the case of

individual raw data and temporal abstractions or the population
delegate function PDFc in the case of time-oriented population
statistics.
� new_values*: denotes the new actual data to be displayed by the

GDM after the application of the operator. The new_values are
calculated by the function accordingly to the aggregation time
granularity from the original data accessed by the temporal
mediator.

4.5.1. The Temporal Exploration Operator

The VISITORS system enables the user to manipulate the data
interactively, e.g., to pan the patient data within various time
intervals or to zoom-in and zoom-out of the patient data within
different time granularities ranging from seconds to decades.

For individual values of raw concepts for multiple patients the
Time Exploration Operator operates as a syntactic zoom. It
performs a magnification or minification of the displayed data
during the specific predefined period of time (i.e., a particular time
granule or a specific time period). This zoom function facilitates the
display of large amounts of patient data (i.e., an overview mode) or
a reduction of the time granularity to support in-depth exploration
of the patients’ data for a particular time granule of an arbitrary
time range. The individual delegate and population delegate values
of a raw data concept are not recalculated during the application of
the Time Exploration Operator; thus, this operator is indeed purely
r the White blood cell (WBC) raw concept for a group of 58 patients selected earlier

f the data throughout the month of March, as shown in panel B. Note, clicking on the



Fig. 7. Application of the Temporal Exploration Operator (in this case a zoom-out) to the data for the White blood cell (WBC) state abstract concept for a group of 58 patients

selected earlier by the user. Clicking on the ‘‘May 95’’ month widget in panel A produces a display of the distributions of data throughout the year of 1995 according to the

months time granularity, as shown in panel B. Note that the required raw data (in this example, the WBC count) might not necessarily have been available for all 58 patients

during May 1995. Clicking on the ‘‘May’’ granule in the panel B would again provide panel A.
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syntactic, as opposed to the semantic operators, which signifi-
cantly modify the displayed data.

For an individual patient’s data and for population statistics of
raw concepts the Temporal Exploration Operator is applied
through the GDM and may be formally defined as follows:

TEOðGDM : <Conce ptc; current values�; T-Startexplor; T-Endexplor;

T-Granexplor; ½RefP�> ; T-Start0explor; T-End0explor; T-Gran0explorÞ
)GDM0 : <Conce ptc;new values�;T-Start0explor; T-End0explor;

T-Gran0explor; ½RefP�> ;

where T-Start0explor, T-End0explor, and T-Gran0explor are user-deter-
mined parameters of the new earliest and latest time points for
display, and the new exploration temporal granularity, respec-
tively. Fig. 6 shows the application of the Temporal Exploration
Operator to the data of a raw concept for a group of patients.

Note that the default delegate function is the identity function.
Thus, the output from the mediator will be recalculated according
to the input temporal granularity of the data and represented using
an identical temporal granularity.

Application of the Temporal Exploration Operator to the values
of abstract concepts calculated for multiple patients is more
complex and quite different. To apply the Temporal Exploration
Operator in this case, we must recalculate the distributions
according to the new time granularity level; thus, the application
of the operator is, in fact, semi-semantic and is applied through
both the GCM and the GDM:

TEOðGCM : <Conce ptc; in put data�; T-Granaggreg ;DFc > ;

GDM : <Conce ptc; distribution�; T-Startexplor; T-Endexplor;

T-Granexplor; ½RefP�> T-Gran0aggreg ; T-Start0explor; T-End0explor;

T-Gran0explorÞ) ðGCM0 : <Conce ptc; in put data�;
T-Gran0aggreg ;DFc >GDM0 : <Conce ptc; distribution0�;
T-Start0explor; T-End0explor; T-Gran0explor; ½RefP�> Þ;

where T-Start0explor, T-End0explor, and T-Gran0explor are user-deter-
mined parameters of the new earliest and latest time points for
display, and the new exploration temporal granularity, respec-
tively; and distribution0* is the new distributions of delegate values
that were calculated by the delegate function appropriate to the T-

Granaggreg as stored by the GCM. Fig. 7 shows the application of the
Temporal Exploration Operator to the data of abstract concept for a
group of patients.

The user-determined parameters T-Start0explor, T-End0explor, and
T-Gran0explor can be derived in several ways: panning (i.e., shifting
the displayed data to the right or left) changes the T-Start0explor and
T-End0explor parameters; using a calendaric-range zoom (i.e.,
standard calendar function) enables the user to specify the T-

Start0explor and the T-End0explor time points to zoom-in to a specific
time range; and clicking the specific temporal granule at the
bottom part of the graphs (see Figs. 6 and 7) performs a zoom-in or
zoom-out operation according to the selected time granule; thus,
all three parameters may be changed. A detailed exposition of all of
the ways for manipulating the temporal granularity can be found
in the description of the KNAVE-II system, which focuses on
exploration of individual patient data [2].

4.5.2. The Change Delegate Value Operator

As explained earlier, the VISITORS system supports aggregation
of patient data according to a given time granularity. Such
aggregate values are designated the ‘‘delegate values’’ for that
granule (for example, a representative blood-glucose value for the
whole day or even the whole month). To apply another delegate
function or to change the granularity level of the aggregation, the
user can use the Change Delegate Value Operator (CDVO). Note
that the data values are changed, but the data still maintain the
same type and domain of values.

For all three types of displayed data, the operator is applied
through the GCM. Thus, the GDM will display the new values within
the same display configuration, i.e., the earliest and latest times for
display and exploration granularity are the same before and after
application of the Change Delegate Value Operator. The formal
definition of the Change Delegate Value Operator is as follows:

CDVOðGCM : <Conce ptc; in put data�; T-Granaggreg ;D- function> ;

GDM : <Conce ptc; current values�; T-Startexplor; T-Endexplor;

T-Granexplor; ½RefP�> ; T-Gran0aggreg ;D- function0Þ)GCM0 :

<Conce ptc; in put data�; T-Gran0aggreg ;D- function0> ;

GDM0 : <Conce ptc;new values�; T-Startexplor; T-Endexplor;

T-Granexplor; ½RefP�> ;

where T-Gran0aggreg, and D-function0 are the user-determined
parameters of the new temporal aggregation granularity and D-

function, respectively. The new_values* are derived from the input
data as explained in Section 4.2.

Figs. 8 and 9 show the application of the Change Delegate Value
Operator to the values of raw and abstract concepts for a group of
patients.

For both cases of the visualizations, i.e., for the raw and abstract
concepts, we provide a Graph Manager interface (not shown here),
in which the user can change the delegate function and the
aggregation temporal granularity for each graph in the panel; e.g.,
the maximal and mean population statistics might be represented



Fig. 9. Visualization of the data for the White blood cell (WBC) state abstract concept for group of patients before (panel A) and after (panel B) application the Change Delegate

Value Operator. Panel A displays the distribution of the values by representing the value of the abstraction that has the maximal cumulative duration. By using such a function,

the state of the WBC count for all patients was abstracted as ‘‘normal’’ during April 1995 (see tooltip in the panel A). The resultant visualization (panel B) displays the new

distribution of the values, this time using a delegate function that selects the value associated with the longest-duration interval. Thus, during April 1995, the state of the WBC

count for half of the patients was abstracted as ‘‘normal’’, and for half of the patients was abstracted as ‘‘very-low’’.

Fig. 8. Visualization of the data for the Red blood cell (RBC) count raw concept for the 58 patients (selected earlier by the user) before (panel A) and after (panel B) application

of the Change Delegate Value Operator. Panel A displays the RBC data at a granularity of seconds and minimal- and maximal-value population delegate values (population

statistics) at a granularity of months (the mean is not displayed). The resultant visualization (panel B) displays the monthly mean RBC values for each patient. The green graph

represents the yearly mean value (one value during year 1995) for all patients for whom data had been collected during the year 1995.
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at a monthly granularity level, and the individual raw data might be
represented at a resolution level of seconds, as is shown in Fig. 4.

4.5.3. The Set Relative Time Operator

Changing dynamically the point of view from an absolute
(calendar-based) time line to a relative time line is a key operator
in the VISITORS system. The relative time line is set by identifying
clinically significant events, or another clinically significant time
point in the domain’s temporal-abstraction ontology (e.g., start of
therapy, birth of the child, start of high fever), which serve as a date
of reference (time zero) for all patient data.

Several patients in the group might not have experienced the
reference event (e.g., a particular type of intervention). Thus, only
the data points of patients who have experienced the reference
event are displayed. Since each patient may have experienced the
intervention at a different time from the other patients, we must
align the data of all of the patients according to the reference time
point, which is set as the new (relative) zero-time point. Moreover,
in the case of a temporal abstraction, we must calculate the
distribution of abstract concept values by including only patients
who had experienced the selected event or intervention.

For uniformity, each ‘‘month’’ in the relative time line includes
by definition 30 days and each ‘‘year’’ comprises 360 days (or 12
months) (see Section 2.2.3). These are, of course, only labels for
durations, and no longer bear any relation to absolute calendrical
months.

Note that the Set Relative Time Operator is not purely a
syntactic operator, because, although the data type and domain of
values remain the same, the output data values are typically quite
different, all values and statistics being recalculated according to
the new zero point.
Fig. 10. Application of the Set Relative Time Operator to the data for the White blood cell

year 1995 (the absolute time-line navigation bottom bars), and the panel B displays th

following the allogenic bone-marrow transplantation (selected by user), as shown in the

such as May 1995 no longer appear; instead, only relative temporal labels such as 5m
The Set Relative Time Operator (SRTO) is formally defined as
follows:

SRTOðGCM : <Conce ptc; in put data�; T-Granaggreg ; function> ;

GDM : <Conce ptc; current values�; T-Startexplor; T-Endexplor;

T-Granexplor; ½RefP�> ;RefP0Þ)GDM0 : <Conce ptc;new values0�;
T-Startexplor; T-Endexplor; T-Granexplor;RefP0> ;

where RefP is the user-determined parameter of the zero-point of
the displayed data. Note that the GCM supports the computation of
the new values; the aggregation (T-Granaggreg) and display
parameters (T-Startexplor, T-Endexplor, T-Granexplor) are not changed.
Only the visualized data are changed.

Before application of the Set Relative Time Operator, the T-

Startexplor and T-Endexplor time points have an absolute time value
(e.g., 01.07.1995), but after application they have a relative time
format (e.g., +1 month following the RefP, for example, a bone-
marrow transplantation intervention). Figs. 10 and 11 show the
application of the Set Relative Time Operator to the values of a raw
and abstract concepts for a group of patients.

4.5.4. Other general exploration and documentation operators

Other visualization and exploration operators that are well
described in our previous work regarding exploration of individual
patient data [2] are also implemented in the VISITORS system.
These operators include: (1) export of data to a spreadsheet, (2)
performance of dynamic sensitivity analysis of possible changes to
the values (‘What-if’’ dynamic simulation) of the raw data, and
their effect on the derived temporal abstraction for the individual
patient (i.e., the user is able to simulate the effect of changing the
derived temporal abstractions by modifying, deleting or adding
(WBC) count raw concept for a group of 58 patients. Panel A displays the data for the

e data after application of the Set Relative Time Operator, showing the first year

new relative time-line navigation bottom bars. Note that absolute calendrical labels

(+5 months) can be seen.



Fig. 11. Application of the Set Relative Time Operator to the data for the Platelet-state abstract concept for a group of 58 patients. Panel A displays the data for May 1995 (the

absolute time-line navigation bottom bars), and panel B displays the data after application of the Set Relative Time Operator, showing the first month following the allogenic

bone-marrow transplantation (selected by user), as shown in the new relative time-line navigation bottom bars. Note that absolute calendrical labels such as March 15th,

1995 no longer appear; instead, only relative temporal labels such as 8d (+8 days) can be seen.
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raw data), (3) the exploration of the knowledge-based ontology
(i.e., exploration of the properties of both the raw concepts and
their abstractions, using meaningful domain-specific semantic
relations such as derived-from, part-of), (4) support for the use of
clinical profiles (e.g., a diabetic profile includes a set of diabetes-
related raw and abstract concepts such as Blood-glucose value,
Glucose-state level, HbA1C value, etc.), (5) support of intra-group
collaboration capabilities, and (6) documentation operators.

4.6. Interactive visual exploration of temporal associations among

time-oriented data of multiple patients

A temporal association chart (TAC) [57] is a new, user-driven,
interactive knowledge-based visualization technique that supports
the investigation of temporal and statistical associations within
multiple patient records among both raw and abstract temporal
concepts. A complete exposition of the computational semantics
underlyingTACS,aswell asa detailed evaluation of their functionality
and usability,appears elsewhere [57]. Here, weprovide a summary of
the core functionality that is relevant to the current study.

The core of the TAC is an ordered list of raw and/or abstract
domain concepts (e.g., Platelet-state, Hemoglobin value, White
blood cell count), designated a temporal association template (TAT),
in a particular order determined by the user. Each concept is
measured (or computed, in the case of an abstract concept) for a
particular patient group during a particular concept-specific time
period. The period can be different for each concept. Given the data
for a group of patients, between each consecutive pair of concepts
in the list, a relationship will be computed based on the delegate
values of the concepts for each patient. If one of the concepts is raw,
the result will be a set of relations, each relation being between a
value of the first concept and a value of the second concept for a
particular patient. If both concepts are abstract, the result will be
aggregated into a set of extended relations—temporal association

rules, one rule per each combination of values from both concepts,
each rule representing the set of patients who have this particular
combination of values for the two abstract concepts.

TACs are created by the user in two steps. First, the user creates
the TAT, by the selection of two or more concepts, using an
appropriate interface (not shown here), possibly changing the order
as necessary; and second, the user selects the group of patients (e.g.,
from a list of groups retrieved earlier by Select Patients expressions).
Although full exposition of TACs is beyond the scope of the current
paper, we will briefly explain their core semantics.

4.6.1. Temporal association templates

A TAT is an ordered list of time-oriented concepts (TOCs)
(jTOCsj � 2), in which each TOC denotes a combination of a raw or
abstract domain concept (such as a Hemoglobin value or a bone-
marrow toxicity grade) and a time interval <T-Start, T-End>. A
specific concept can appear more than once in the TAT, but only
within different time intervals. An example of a TAT listing the
Hemoglobin-state and White blood cell-state abstract concepts
and the Platelet count raw-data concepts, and their respective time
periods, would be <(Hemoglobin-state, 1/1/95, 31/1/95), (WBC-
state, 1/1/95, 31/1/95), (Platelet count, 1/1/95, 31/1/95), (WBC-
state, 1/2/95, 28/2/95)>. Note that once a TAT is defined, it can be
applied to different patient groups.

4.6.2. Application of a TAT to a set of patient records

When applying a TAT to a set P of patient records that includes N

patients, we get a TAC. A TAC is a list of instantiated TOCs and of
association relations (ARs), in which each instantiated TOC is
composed of the original TOC of the TAT upon which it is based and
the patient-specific delegate values for that TOC within its
respective time interval, based on the actual values of the records
in P. To be included in a TAC, a patient Pn (1 � n � N) must have at
least one value from each TOC of the TAT defining the TAC. The
group of such patients is the relevant group (or relevant patients). In
the resulting TAC, each instantiated TOCi includes the original TAT
TOCi and the set of delegate values (one delegate value for each
patient) of the concept Ci, computed using the delegate function
appropriate to Ci from the set of patient data included within the
respective time interval [T-Start i, T-Endi], as defined in the TAT.

4.6.3. Association relations

The relationship between the values of consecutive instantiated
TOCs <TOCi, TOCi+1>, 1 � i < I (I is the number of concepts in the
TAT) are denoted by ARs.

When at least one of the consecutive concepts is raw, the
number of ARs between each pair of TOCs is equal to the number of
relevant patients. Each AR connects the delegate values valin and
valiþ1

n of the pair of concepts Ci and Ci+1, during the relevant period
of each concept, for one specific patient Pn.

In the case of an abstract-abstract concept pair, we aggregate
the ARs between two consecutive TOCs into groups, where each
group includes a set of identical pairs of delegate values (one pair
for each concept). Each such group denotes a temporal association

rule (TAR) and includes:

� Support: the proportion of relevant patients who have the
combination of delegate values < val

i; j
n , valiþ1;k

n >, 1 � j � J,
1 � k � K, where val

i; j
n , valiþ1;k

n are the jth and kth allowed values of
Ci and Ci+1, respectively; and J and K are the numbers of different
values of the concepts Ci and Ci+1, respectively. (We assume a
finite number of [symbolic] values for each abstract concept.)
� Confidence: the fraction of the relevant patients who, given a

delegatevalueval
i; j
n ofconceptCi forpatientPn,haveadelegatevalue

of concept Ci+1 that is valiþ1;k
n ; i.e., the probability P½valiþ1;k

n jval
i; j
n �.

� Actual number of patients: the number of patients who have this
combination of values.

The number of possible TARs between two consecutive TOCs is
thus J*K.

Note, that the definitions of the support and confidence
properties are equal to support and confidence in the context of
association rules, where performing general data mining.

4.7. Display of TACs and interactive data mining using TACs

Fig. 12 presents an example of a TAC computed by applying a
TAT [user-defined on the fly, using another interface (not shown



Fig. 12. Visualization of associations among three hematological and two hepatic concepts for 44 patients during the year 1995. Association rules are displayed between the

Platelet-state and White blood cells (WBC)-state abstract concepts. The confidence and support scales are represented on the left.
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here) that enables the user to select TAT concepts]. The TAT
includes three hematological concepts (Platelet-state, White blood
cells (WBC)-state abstract concepts, and the Hemoglobin (HGB)
raw concept) and two hepatic concepts (Total bilirubin (T-Bili) and
Alkaline-phosphatase (Alk-Phos)-state abstract concepts) applied
to a group of 58 patients selected earlier by the user. For the
abstract concepts, WBC-, Platelet-, and Alkaline-phosphatase
states, the visualization in Fig. 12 shows the relative proportion
(i.e., distribution) of all the values of the specific abstract concept
for the relevant patients, within the specific time interval. It also
shows each patient’s mean values for Hemoglobin and Total
bilirubin during the year 1995. Delegate values of all adjacent
concept pairs for each patient are connected by lines, denoting the
ARs. Only 44 patients in this particular group had data for all
concepts during 1995.

As described above, ARs among values of abstract concepts
provide additional statistical information. For example, the AR’s
width indicates to the user the support for each combination of
values, while the color saturation represents the level of
confidence: a deep shade of red signifies high confidence, while
pink denotes lower confidence. The support, confidence, and the
number of patients in each association are displayed numerically
on the edge. For example, the widest edge among two distributions
on the left hand side in Fig. 12 represents the relation between the
‘‘low’’ value of the Platelet-state concept and the ‘‘normal’’ value of
the WBC-state concept during 1995. The edge shows that 50.0% of
all of the patients in the relevant patient group had this, particular,
combination of values during 1995 (i.e., support = 0.500). 75.9% of
the patients who had a ‘‘low’’ Platelet-state value have also had a
‘‘normal’’ WBC-state value during 1995 (i.e., confidence = 0.759).
This association was valid for 22 patients. Note that in this
particular case, the two periods were identical (the year 1995).
However, the user could have asked to visualize ARs that link
different time periods (e.g., different years or different months
within the same or another year).

Using this visualization interface, the user can dynamically
apply a value and time lens to interactively analyze the time and
value associations among multiple patients’ data:
� Dynamic application of a value lens enables the user to answer
the question ‘‘how does constraining the value of one concept
during a particular time period affect the association between
multiple concepts during that and/or during additional time
periods’’. The user can either select another range of values for
the data of the raw concepts, using trackbars, or select a subset
of the relevant values in the case of an abstract concept. In the
future versions of VISITORS, we are planning to allow the user
to vary also the delegate function to enable additional
analyses.
� The system also supports the application of a time lens by

changing the range of the time interval for each instantiated TOC,
including ranges on the relative time line. The time lens can be
especially useful for clinical research involving longitudinal
monitoring (e.g., clinical trials). For example, the researcher can
investigate the relation between the values among several
concepts before and after treatment.

In addition, the user can change the order of the displayed
concepts, export all the visualized data and associations to an
electronic spreadsheet, and add or remove displayed concepts.

The main limitation of TACs in the current version of the
VISITORS system is that the system does not recommend which

concepts to select, nor the time periods in which to examine the
edges (ARs) among them. However, we intend to combine the
VISITORS system with temporal data mining tools (that we have
been developing [58]) for automated detection of sufficiently
frequent temporal associations.

5. Example of a clinical scenario

In this section, we present an example of an exploration clinical
scenario for application of the VISITORS system and an analysis
using a TAC. The example, which relates to a retrospective database
of bone-marrow transplantation (BMT) patients (see evaluation
Section 6), comprises an investigation of the bone-marrow recovery

characteristics of patients, who are either young [<20 years] or old

[>70 years], following an autologous BMT procedure.



Fig. 13. Exploration of the data of 124 patients for the Myelotoxicity-, WBC-, Platelet-, and HGB-state abstract concepts (denoted by 1–4 from the top to the bottom panel). See

the text for details.
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(1) In a previous study [4] we introduced the graphical interfaces
for construction of the Select Patients expression ‘‘Select all
male patients, either younger than 20 years or older than 70
years, whose value of the Hemoglobin (HGB) state abstract
concept was at least ‘‘moderately-low’’ or higher, for at least
ten days, during the first month following an autologous BMT
and whose White blood cell (WBC) counts were abstracted as
‘‘increasing’’ during those ten days’’. As a result of applying this
Select Patients expression, a group of patients who recovered
from the autologous BMT (designated as BMT_Au Recovering by
the clinician) was returned and saved. Our current scenario
continues from that point.

(2) In the second stage, the clinician explores the data of 124
patients in the ‘‘BMT_Au Recovering’’ group of Myelotoxicity-,
WBC-, Platelet-, and HGB-state abstract concepts (Fig. 13)
during the first month following the autologous BMT.

It is clear from the first (top) panel, i.e., Myelotoxicity-state
concept panel, that until the sixth day after the BMT, the
portion of patients with a high value of the myelotoxicity-state
concept (grade_3) was relatively high and increased from day 1
to day 6. During these first six days, the portion of patients with
the ‘‘very-low’’ value of the WBC-state concept also increased
each day (up to 87.78% of patients in the group by the sixth
day), as shown in the tooltip of the second panel from the top.

Starting from the sixth day following the transplantation,
the portion of patients in the group with values of the WBC-
state concept higher than ‘‘very-low’’ began to increase, and by
the twelfth day, most patients had ‘‘normal’’ or higher values of
the WBC-state, as shown in panel 2.

From the third panel, i.e., the Platelet-state concept panel,
we can visually conclude that during the first month following
the transplantation at least 50% of the patients had a daily
‘‘low’’ or ‘‘moderately-low’’ value of the Platelet-state concept.
From the tenth day onwards, the portion of patients with
values of Platelet-state higher than ‘‘low’’ appeared to increase.

Exploration of the fourth panel, i.e., the HGB-state concept
panel, shows that during the first month following the
transplantation most of the patients had a ‘‘moderately-low’’
HGB-state concept.

Thus, given the data for the selected 124 patients, by
following a simple exploration process, we can conclude that:
(1) the post-BMT recovery process for most patients seemed to
have started on the tenth day following the BMT; and (2) the
HGB-state concept did not seem to be affected by the BMT
procedure or by the recovery of the WBC and Platelet counts.

(3) Finally, the clinician creates a TAC to examine the relationships
among the delegate values of the 124 patients for the above four
abstract concepts during the first two weeks following the BMT
(Fig. 14). Note that for only 91 patients in the group were there
values for all four concepts during the desired time period.

During the period of the first two weeks following the BMT,
most patients had a high-grade Myelotoxicity level, a very-low
WBC-state, and a low Platelet-state. Moreover, for a patient with a
‘‘grade_3’’ value of the Myelotoxicity-state concept, there was a
92.3% probability of a ‘‘very-low’’ value of the WBC-state abstract
concept. Similarly, given a ‘‘very-low’’ value of the WBC-state
concept, 86.8% of the patients had a ‘‘low’’ value of the Platelet-
state concept.

From the TAC in Fig. 14, we can conclude that the characteristic
‘‘profile’’ of most of the 124 patients was a combination of a
‘‘grade_3’’ value of the Myelotoxicity-state, a ‘‘very-low’’ value of
the WBC-state, a ‘‘low’’ value of the Platelet-state, and a
‘‘moderately-low’’ value of the HGB-state. If each concept were



Fig. 14. Visualization of associations among the myelotoxicity-, WBC-, Platelet-, and HGB-state abstract concepts (denoted by 1–4 from the left to the right) for 124 patients

during the first two weeks following BMT. See the text for details.
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measured at a different period, we would get a characteristic

temporal path.

6. Evaluation of the functionality and usability of the VISITORS
system

6.1. Research questions

We designed and developed the VISITORS system according to
the desiderata listed in Section 3, and envision it as potentially
useful for two types of users: clinicians and medical informati-
cians. We also envision that the system can be used to answer
different clinically motivated questions. We conducted an
evaluation of the system with the aim of answering the following
four research questions:

1. Overall functionality and usability: are the interactive explora-
tion operators of the VISITORS system feasible, functional, and
usable?

2. Effect of the interaction mode: it there a significant difference in
the accuracy or in the time to answer between the answers
obtained using the operators of the general exploration mode
and those obtained using the operators of the TACs?

3. Effect of the time line: is there a significant difference in the
accuracy of the clinical scenarios or in the time to answer using
the two types of time line (an absolute, i.e., calendar time line,
versus a relative time line, i.e., a time line referenced to an
external significant clinical time point, such as a therapeutic
intervention), and if so, which time line leads to a lower or a
higher level of accuracy and time to answer?
4. Effect of the user group: can both medical informaticians
(e.g., information system engineers who work in the
medical informatics domain) and clinicians use the system
effectively?

6.2. Measurement methods and data collection

To the best of our knowledge, there is no known method that is
functionally equivalent to the VISITORS system. Furthermore, with
current methods users can answer the complex questions for
which VISITORS was designed only through the performing the
laborious computations. Thus, we have chosen an objective-based

approach [59] for evaluation of the VISITORS system. In such an
approach, certain reasonable objectives are defined for a new
system, and the evaluation strives to demonstrate that these
objectives have been achieved. In this case, we set out to prove
certain functionality and usability objectives of the VISITORS
system.

The evaluation of the VISITORS system was performed in the
oncology domain. In all the tests, we used a retrospective database
of more than 1000 oncology patients who had received bone-
marrow transplants and who had been followed-up for 2–4 years.
The knowledge source used for the evaluation was an oncology
knowledge base specific to the bone-marrow transplantation
domain; the source was acquired with the help of a domain expert,
as reported in a previous study [60].

Ten participants, five medical informaticians, i.e., the informa-
tion system engineers who work in the medical informatics
domain, and five clinicians with different medical training levels,
were asked to answer ten clinical questions: five questions



Table 1
Examples of clinical questions used in the evaluation, ordered informally by level of

complexity.

Category Examples of questions

General

exploration

operators

� What was the mean (i.e., average) annual value of the

Hemoglobin (HGB) raw data concept during each of

the years 1995, 1996, and 1997?

� What was the distribution of the values of the

Platelet-state abstract concept during the first and

second months (i.e., relative time) following the

bone-marrow transplantation (BMT) procedure?

� What was the distribution of the aggregate

values of the Platelet-state abstract concept

during the first month after BMT? Who (i.e., which

patient) had the maximal delegate value of the

White blood cell (WBC) count raw concept and

which patient had the minimal delegate value

of Red blood cells (RBC) count?

Temporal

association

charts

� What delegate value of the HGB-state abstract

concept was the most frequent among the

patients who previously had a ‘‘low’’ aggregate

value of the Platelet-state abstract concept?

� What was the distribution of the delegate values

of the Platelet-state in patients whose minimal

delegate value of the WBC count raw concept was

5000 cells/ml (instead of the previous minimal value)?

What were the new maximal and minimal

delegate values of the RBC?

� What percentage of the patients had previously had a

‘‘low’’ delegate value of the Platelet-state abstract

concept during both the first and second month

following the BMT?
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required the use of the general exploration operators of VISITORS,
and five questions required the use of TACs. None of the study
participants was a member of the VISITORS development team.
The ten questions were selected in consultation with oncology
domain experts. They represented typical questions relevant to the
monitoring of a group of oncology patients or to the analysis of an
experimental protocol in oncology. Examples of the questions are
presented in Table 1. The order of the questions (in each of the two
categories according to the interaction mode) was permuted
randomly across participants. Each evaluation session with a
participant started with a 20-min tutorial, which included a brief
description of the KBTA methodology [1] and of the general
exploration and TAC operators. A demonstration of the general and
TAC operators was given, showing how several typical clinical
questions can be answered. The scope of the instruction was
predetermined and included (after the demo) testing each
participant by asking him/her to answer three clinical questions,
one of which included the use of TACs. When the participant could
answer the questions correctly, he/she was considered ready to
perform for the evaluation.

The functionality was assessed using two parameters: the
time in minutes needed to answer the question, and the
accuracy of the answer. The scale determining the accuracy of
each answer was pre-defined before the start of the study with
Table 2
Accuracy and response times for all participants.

Accuracy score (0–100) Mean accuracy

Range of mean accuracy per question across all partic

Range of mean accuracy per participant across all que

Response time (min) Mean time

Range of mean time per question across all participan

Range of mean time per participant across all question
the help of a medical expert. The accuracy was measured on a
scale from 0 (completely wrong value) to 100 (completely
correct value).

To test the usability of VISITORS system, we used the system
usability scale (SUS) [61], a common validated method to evaluate
interface usability. The SUS is a questionnaire that includes ten
predefined questions regarding the effectiveness, efficiency, and
satisfaction from an interface. SUS scores have a range of 0–100.
Informally, a score higher than 50 is considered to indicate a usable
system.

7. Results

This section summarizes the evaluation results in terms of the
four research questions defined in Section 6.1.

7.1. Overall functionality and usability

7.1.1. Method of measurement

The effectiveness of the users in answering clinical questions
using the general exploration operators and TACs was assessed by
calculating the overall means and standard deviations of the
answer accuracy and of the answer response time. To test the
usability of the system, the SUS questionnaire was used. To
compare the usability scores of the two groups of participants, a t-
test was performed.

7.1.2. Results

Table 2 summarizes the response times and answer accuracy
levels for all participants.

Most of the participants (9 of 10) successfully answered the
clinical questions with a mean accuracy of more than 96 (out of
100); 6 of them had a mean accuracy of 100. One participant had a
mean accuracy 90.5. All participants answered the clinical
questions in a mean time of less than 3 min.

The mean SUS score for all operators, across all participants,
was 69.3 (over 50 is usable). The results of a t-test analysis showed
that the mean SUS score of the medical informaticians (80.5) was
significantly higher than that of the clinicians (58): [t(8) = 3.88,
p < 0.01].

7.1.3. Conclusion

Based on the results of the VISITORS evaluation, we may
conclude that, after a short training period, the participants were
able to answer the clinical questions with high accuracy and within
short period of time. The SUS scores showed that VISITORS system
is usable but still needs to be improved.

7.2. Effects of the interaction mode, time line and user group

To answer research questions 2, 3 and 4, i.e., questions
regarding the interaction mode effect, effect of the time line,
and the user group effect, a joint analysis was performed, as
explained below.
General exploration

operators

Temporal association

charts

Overall

99.5�1.6 97.9�3.4 98.7�2.4

ipants [97.5. . .100] [95.0. . .100] [95.0. . .100]

stions [95.0. . .100] [90.5. . .100] [93. . .100]

2.2� 0.2 2.7�0.4 2.5� 0.2

ts [2.2. . .2.4] [2.4. . .3.0] [2.2. . .3.0]

s [2.0. . .2.6] [2.2. . .3.6] [2.2. . .3.0]
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7.2.1. Method of measurements

The effects of the interaction mode (i.e., general exploration
operators and TACs), time line (i.e., absolute and relative times),
and the group of participants (i.e., medical informaticians and
clinicians) on the dependent variables of response time and
accuracy of answering were examined using two different three-
way ANOVA tests with repeated measures (one for each dependent
variable). The interaction mode and the time-line type were
within-subject independent variables, and the group of subjects
was a between-subjects independent variable. Since we did not
find statistically significant differences among the response times
to different clinical questions (and among resultant accuracy levels
of answering these questions) of the same time line using the same
interaction mode, the mean value of the response time (and of the
accuracy) of the clinical questions of the same time line was used
as the dependent variable.

7.2.2. Results

The results of the analysis of the accuracy showed no significant
effects (p > 0.05) of the interaction mode, time line, or of the group
of participants. With respect to the response time, the results of the
analysis showed that the only significant effect was the main effect
of the type of interaction mode [F(1, 8) = 11.08, p < 0.05], i.e., a
mean of 2.2 � 0.2 min for answering the clinical questions when
using the general exploration operators of VISITORS, and a mean of
2.7 � 0.4 min for answering the clinical questions using the TACs.
There was no significant difference in the response time either of the
time line or of the group of participants.

7.2.3. Conclusion

Interaction mode, time line and user type did not affect the
accuracy of the answers to clinical questions. The mean time
needed to answer the clinical scenarios using the TACs was
significantly higher than that for the general exploration operators
of VISITORS, but it was still less than 3 min. The time line and the
user type did not affect the response time of the answers to the
clinical questions.

8. Discussion

8.1. Contributions and advantages

The major contribution of the VISITORS system is the provision
of a comprehensive environment for intelligent, i.e., knowledge-
based, investigation of time-oriented data for multiple patients,
including the specification and retrieval, visualization, exploration,
and analysis of the time and value associations among both raw
and abstract clinical concepts. Based on the results of the current
study, the VISITORS system might be described as an ‘‘intelligent

equalizer’’ for data interpretation and exploration, which results in
a uniform performance level, regardless of the patient-specifica-
tion complexity, the exploration question or mode, or the user
type. A similar insight has emerged from our previous study,
regarding assessment of the usability and functionality of the
OBTAIN language expression-specification tool [4]. In that
experiment, both medical informaticians and clinicians have
constructed complex expressions quickly and efficiently, al-
though the clinicians found the interface less usable than the
informaticians.

The VISITORS system can access diverse types of temporal
abstraction knowledge and clinical data. Moreover, the VISITORS
system is quite generic and can support exploration within non-
medical domains, for example, in the information security domain
[62].

Somewhat surprisingly, exploration of data of multiple
patients using a relative time line (i.e., relative to a meaningful
reference event, or to another clinically significant time point) did
not seem to be more difficult to either clinicians and informa-
ticians than exploration using an absolute (i.e., calendrical) time
line. A possible explanation might be that there is no semantic
difference between ‘‘the first day of December’’ and ‘‘the first day
after bone-marrow transplantation’’; thus, it is equally easy for
people to explore data within absolute and relative time lines.
Furthermore, clinicians are trained to think along relative time
lines, such as ‘‘the fourth month of pregnancy’’ or the ‘‘second day
of therapy’’. However, using TACs to answer questions, although
resulting in equal accuracy levels, required significantly higher
response times. These results probably reflect the highly unusual
TACs interface and data mining parameters (i.e., support and
confidence), which unlike the relative time line, are qualitatively
different from the general exploration operators and exploration
interfaces. A possible reason for the lack of significant differences
in the accuracy scores when using different interaction modes was
that the evaluation included a relatively small group of
participants and questions. However, it should be noted that
the variance among accuracy scores was quite low for both
interaction modes, all of the participants achieving scores above
90. Thus, the absence of a significant effect could not be attributed
to random differences and high variability in each interaction
mode.

8.2. Limitations and future work

Although the user interfaces of the VISITORS system were
initially considered by the users as quite complex, most
participants, during the population specification and exploration
evaluations successfully finished all the evaluation tasks. After the
training session and the learning of the principles of the system,
the system was considered less complex than before. However, the
participants noted that the system provides more functionality
than will usually be exploited by typical clinicians or even clinical
researchers. Thus, in the future, the main user interface should be
simplified by providing only the basic functions, while more
complex features (such as time-range constraints regarding the
start or end of time intervals) would be enabled only in an
advanced mode.

The VISITORS system can also be improved by adding
capabilities for interactive specification of the patient popula-
tion during the exploration process (in the current state,
selection and retrieval of patients is a separate process). The
visual exploration operators can be enhanced by adding more
intelligence to the semantic zoom, e.g., increasing the temporal
granularity level of the display (e.g., from the day to month) will
cause a display of higher level abstractions when appropriate.
Furthermore, ‘‘typical day’’ (modal day) or other granularity
visualizations can be added, which is very important for periodic
domains such as diabetes. Finally, a visual comparison of several
population groups, based on one or more specific concepts (for
clinical trials or quality assessment tasks), would be quite
useful. We intend to explore all of these options in our future
work.

To summarize, we conclude that intelligent retrieval and
exploration of longitudinal data for multiple patients using the
VISITORS system is feasible, functional, and usable. Future work is
needed to extend the visual exploration operators and to assess the
value of such extensions to the users.
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Appendix A. BNF syntax for a Select Patients expression

select-patients-expression: <data-base> <knowledge-base>
<patient-constraints>

patient-constraints: <demographic-constraints>* <time-
and-value-constraints>+ j demographic-constraints>+ <time-
and-value-constraints>*

demographic-constraints: <selection-condition>+
time-and-value-constraints: <local-constraints>+ [<global-

pairwise-constraints>+]
selection-condition: <attribute-name> <min value> <max

value>
local-constraints: <concept-name> <value-constraints >

<time point-constraints> [<duration-constraints>] [<relative-
time-constraints>] [<proportion-constraints>] [<statistical-con-
straints>]

global-pairwise-constraints: <value-pairwise-constraints>*
[<temporal-pairwise-constraints>*]

value-constraints: <min-value> <max-value>
necessary-context: <context-name>
time point-constraints: <start-point, end-point> [<earliest-

start-point> <latest-start-point>] [<earliest-end-point> <latest-
end-point>]

duration-constraints: <min-duration> <max-duration>
relative-time-constraints: <relative-start-point> <relative

end point> [<relative-earliest-start-point> <relative-latest-
start-point>] [<relative-earliest-end-point> <relative-latest-
end-point>]

proportion constraints: <min-threshold> <max-threshold>
statistical constraints: <individual-patient-delegate-

function> <population-delegate-function> <value-relation>
[<delta>]

value-pairwise-constraints: <first-concept name> <second-
concept name> <time-relation> < individual-patient-delegate-
function>

temporal-pairwise-constraints: <first-concept-name>
<second-concept-name> <first-boundary-time point>
<second-boundary-time point> <value-relation> [<difference>]

individual-patient-delegate-function: <maximal> j
<minimal> j <mean>

population-delegate-function: <maximal> j <minimal> j
<mean>

value-relation: <great-than-equal> j <great-than> j <less-
than> j <less-than-equal>

time-relation: <before> j <after> j <starts> j <ends> j
<within> j <meets> j <overlaps> j <equal>

difference: <min-difference> <max-difference>

Appendix B. BNF syntax for a Select Time Intervals expression

select-time-intervals-expression: <data-base> <knowledge-
base> <interval-constraints>

interval-constraints: <granularity> <concept-constraints>*
[<time-constraints> j <relative-time-constraints>]

granularity: <seconds> j <minutes> j <hours> j <days> j
<months> j <years>

concept-constraints: <concept-name><population-thresh-
olds> <value-constraints> <individual-patient-delegate-
function>
time point-constraints: <start-point, end-point> [<earliest-
start-point> <latest-start-point>] [<earliest-end-point> <latest-
end-point>]

relative-time-constraints: <relative-start-point> <relative
end point> [<relative-earliest-start-point> <relative-latest-
start-point>] [<relative-earliest-end-point> <relative-latest-
end-point>]

population-thresholds: <min-threshold> <max-threshold>
value-constraints: <min-value> <max-value>
individual-patient-delegate-function: <maximal> j

<minimal> j <mean>

Appendix C. BNF syntax for a Get Patient Data expression

get-patients-data-expression: <data-base> <knowledge-
base> < concept-name > <patient-list> [<interval-list>]
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